“A piece of the Gallery”

Got friends with birthdays who already have everything? Give ’em a piece of the Gallery… So began the announcement of MAG’s new Tribute Fund in the September 1975 Gallery Notes. More than a quarter-century later, the idea is an unqualified success. In the last decade alone, gifts to the fund have totaled more than $180,000. And donors do indeed give “a piece of the Gallery.” Undesignated gifts are used for art acquisitions.

How to Give

To honor or remember a special friend, send your contribution to:

Memorial Art Gallery Tribute Fund
500 University Avenue, Rochester, NY 14607-1484

Please include your name and address along with the name and address of the person being honored so that we may send an acknowledgment.

To make your gift online, click here

Questions? Call 585.276.8939.

In memory of Warren Aldoretta: Rochester Art Club.
In memory of Debra Audet: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of William C. Baird: Ruth H. & Richard G. Bennett.
In honor of Phil Barette: John C. & Maureen Menihan.
In memory of Joyce Beers: Grant, Siobhan & Dylan Holcomb.
In memory of Frederick Tracy Bennett: Thomas Lloyd Cassade, Dr. Douglas W. Howard.
In honor of Peter O. Brown: Alan L. Cameros, Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Catherine B. Carlson: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Edward R. Crane: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Nancy G. Curme: Mary Ann Mooney & Bill Rice.
In honor of Dr. Lynne D. Davidson: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Vincent & Anne V. DeClue: Dr. Jeffrey E. DeClue & Dr. Marta DeSantis.
In honor of the Gallery Docents: Thea & Dr. Arthur G. Tweet.
In honor of Naomi Franken: Jennifer E. Gorenc, Katie Gorenc.
In honor of Al H. & Patricia Fritschler: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Irving E. Germanow: Docents of MAG, Grant & Siobhan Holcomb, Marilyn W. Kayser, Marlene S. Samuels, Dr. Seymour Schwartz, Joyce Underberg & Stanley Rodwin.
In memory of Audrey Gordon: Gertrude Beyer, Docents of MAG, Irving E. & Essie Germanow.
In honor of Kaatleen E. Gray: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Paul R. Harp: Alec E. Hazlett.
In memory of Marion J. Hawks: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Nan R. Hildebrandt: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Nancy Anne Holowka: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Rita Horn: Marjorie & Dr. Donald Roy Grinols.
In memory of Shi Ling C. Hsiang: Thomas Y. & Joy Hsiang, Wan Jou Family Foundation.
In memory of Marilyn & David Hurlbut: Leona Foore.
In memory of Peter Hursh: Irving E. & Essie Germanow, Marilyn W. Kayser, Annette Satloff.
In honor of Mary Sue Jack & Richard Kreipe: William W. Jack Jr. & Rebecca Sitterly.
In honor of Arnold & Hisako Klinsky: Dr. R. Joseph Naples.
In memory of Nancy I. Kouyate: Grant & Dylan Holcomb.
In honor of Vincent A. Leo: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Kyle Nelson MacCallum: Pamela T. & Dr. Howard Ryder Foye.
In memory of Basil Megna: Joseph & Camille Megna.
In honor of Peter Menihan: John C. & Maureen Menihan.
In honor of Tom Menihan: John C. & Maureen Menihan.
In honor of Suzanne Meyerowitz: Ruth P. & Dr. Edward C. Atwater.
In memory of Martin & Edith Naeman: Dr. Hannah J. Solky.
In honor of Ronald J. Paprocki: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of Linda M. Pyrczak: James Paul DiNoto, Don Scott Auto Mart, HABA USA, Mary & Charles Maloney, Mary Ann Mooney, Rozanne Marcus, Moravian Academy, Donald C. & Ruth Anne Scott, Michael Sheady, Nancy L. Sheffield, Strategic Insights Constellation Wines, Wilma & Walter J. Szabla.
In memory of Ruth B. Richardson: M. Lois Gauch, Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Joel & Dr. Friederike Seligman: Lamar Riley & William M. Murphy.
In honor of Timothy J. Shanahan: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Barbara K. Stewart: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Betty Strasenburgh: Grant Holcomb.
In memory of John L. Swierkos: John Swierkos Jr.
In memory of Lon Thompson: Robert C. & Helen K. Jennette.
In memory of Mary A. Thompson: Essie Germanow.
In memory of Sandra P. Triolo: Grant, Siobhan & Dylan Holcomb.
In memory of Alan J. Underberg: Wayne D. & Janet Wisbaum.
In memory of Patricia Walters-Diggs: Mary E. & Ronald Mathews.
In memory of John Wooden: Grant Holcomb.
In honor of Joan & Joe Yanni: Carolyn E. & Roger B. Friedlander.
In memory of Carl G. Zollo: Grant Holcomb, Gwyneth D. Hunting.